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for Cindy

- Alirio
- Caracas
- Nina
- Bossa Feliz
- Alegria
- Baja
- Manzanillo
- Ocho
- Havana
- Adiós
- Diana
- San Miguel
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for their assistance. - JG
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- Sketches of Latin America
  18 Solos for Guitar

- La Casa de Miguel
  15 Solos for Guitar

- Passages
  12 Preludes for Guitar

- Southern Sky
  12 Solos for Guitar

- Christmas Songs for Guitar
  20 Traditional Songs Arranged for Guitar

- Along the Gulf
  15 Fingerstyle Tunes for Guitar
  (also available in tablature / TAB)

- Del Mundo
  12 Solos for Guitar

- Southland

- San Miguel
  12 Solos for Guitar

Contact Jim Giddings at:
jgiddings.guitar@gmail.com

Thank you, my friends!
-JG